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Containerisation and specifically solutions such as Kubernetes brings with it the expectation 
that you can easily scale your systems, not vertically but horizontally. Basically, if you need 
more, scale what you have to multiple things of a fixed size rather than one big thing that 
grows. This is a pattern that many have been using with IBM MQ for a long time. IBM 
CloudPaks give you a great way of easily provisioning IBM MQ queue managers as 
containers into IBM Cloud Private. This blog will show you how to set up a simple 
horizontally scaled queue manager topology to demonstrate the concept. 

Design 
In this blog we will be working with the following design: 

 

For this scenario we’ll be deploying three instances of the IBM MQ CloudPak. This creates 
three individual queue managers in a repeatable way. We will configure each queue manager 
with the same set of MQ resources, such as queues and channels. Matching those three queue 
managers are three instances of the consuming application, one to consume from each queue 
manager. With this topology, a producing application can connect to any of the queue 
managers to put messages for processing. You’ll see how we configure the K8s system so 
that producing applications are automatically workload balanced across all three queue 
managers, ensuring all three systems are fully utilised. 



Before you begin 
First you should make sure you have a command prompt open which has been configured to 
access your ICP cluster. You will need both helm and kubectl in order to deploy and create 
your resources:  

cloudctl login -a https://-Cluster IP-:8443 

 

Additonally, make sure that your helm client has been configured to use your IBM Cloud 
Private Helm repo. You should also have added the ibm-charts helm repo to your helm client: 

helm repo add ibm-charts 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/IBM/charts/master/repo/stable/ 



 

Next, download a GitHub Gist which contains a test application we will use in a later section. 
It also contains a yaml file that is used to create the kubernetes service the producer 
applications connect to. You can find the gist here and download it using the following 
command: 

git clone https://gist.github.com/c53a4f47d4ae55e554793804163dc90f.git 

 

Creating your MQ instances 
To create each instance we can either use the IBM Cloud Private catalog or the Helm 
command line tool. For this example we will use the Helm command line tool. Each instance 
that is deployed has specific options configured identifcally: 

• An additional label has been set called mqscalinggroup with the value 
MQSCALEGROUP1. 

• To allow connection outside of the cluster the default service is set to NodePort. 
• We use the IBM MQ Advanced for Developers certified container as this versions 

comes with default objects we can use to quickly and easily connect our test 
applications. 

Run the following commands to deploy 3 instances of the IBM MQ certified container with a 
release name of: mq-scale-1, mq-scale-2 and mq-scale-3. 

helm install --tls --name mq-scale-1 --set license=accept --set 
service.type=NodePort --set metadata.labels.mqscalinggroup=MQSCALEGROUP1 



ibm-charts/ibm-mqadvanced-server-dev 
helm install --tls --name mq-scale-2 --set license=accept --set 
service.type=NodePort --set metadata.labels.mqscalinggroup=MQSCALEGROUP1 
ibm-charts/ibm-mqadvanced-server-dev 
helm install --tls --name mq-scale-3 --set license=accept --set 
service.type=NodePort --set metadata.labels.mqscalinggroup=MQSCALEGROUP1 
ibm-charts/ibm-mqadvanced-server-dev 

Now you have deployed the instances we need to wait until all 3 queue managers are ready 
and running. You can do this by running the following command and waiting until all 3 show 
as “Ready 1/1“: 

kubectl get pods -w 

 

The -w flag on the command tells kubectl to keep updating the screen. If the command stops 
early and returns you to the terminal prompt, just re-run the command. It may take some time 
for the queue managers to start, depending on whether the ibmcom/mq image is pre-pulled. If 
a deployment is taking a long time, use the following command to see what is preventing it 
from starting: 

kubectl describe pod  

Once all 3 queue managers are running and flagged as ready, move onto the next section 
where we will create a kubernetes service for the producer applications. 

Creating your producer service 
In the GitHub gist that you downloaded earlier you will find a file called 
producerservice.yaml. This file is used to create a kubernetes service called ibmmq-scale-
demo which will forward connections to any containers that have the label 
mqscalinggroup=MQSCALEGROUP1.  

To create the service, run the following command: 

kubectl create -f producerservice.yaml 

Because a service is created instantly, we don’t need to wait for it to become ready. We will 
need to know the port number the service has bound to. To find out the port number run the 
following command: 

kubectl describe service ibmmq-scale-demo 



 

In the picture above you will notice that the endpoints section displays 3 endpoints. The IP 
addresses and port numbers are the address of the 3 MQ CloudPak deployments. 
Additionally, you can see that the service is listening for traffic on the cluster port of 31250. 
This is the port that we will use in the next section to test our deployment.  

Testing it works 
To test our full deployment we will connect 3 consumer applications, one to each queue 
manager, and then connect a producer application that will repeatadly put messages onto one 
of the default queues that are supplied with the IBM MQ Advanced for Developers 
CloudPak. 

Finding our port numbers 

In the previous sections we found out the port number for the kubernetes service that the 
producer application will use. We now need to find out the port number each consuming 
application will use. The consuming applications will connect directly to each queue 
manager, on a 1:1 basis. Thus, we need to find out the port numbers of the kubernetes service 
for each queue manager deployment. The following command will list all of the services that 
have been created, but also display the ports they are listening on (when they are of type 
NodePort): 

kubectl get services -o wide 

 



From the picture above you can see numerous services in my cluster. The services that were 
created when we deployed the certified container will be called mq-scale-1-ibm-mq, mq-
scale-2-ibm-mq and mq-scale-3-ibm-mq. In the output, look under the ports collumn to see 
what port has been exposed for the internal 1414 port. In my screenshot you can see i have 
the following ports: 

• mq-scale-1-ibm-mq = 32635 
• mq-scale-2-ibm-mq = 32023 
• mq-scale-3-ibm-mq = 31608 

We now have all the connection details we need in order to connect our producer and 
consumer applications.  

Preparing our test application 

Before we can connect the test applications we need to build them. In the gist you 
downloaded there is a dockerfile which is used to build a container image containing the test 
application. Run the following command to build it: 

docker build -t mqtestapp . 

The test application has two modes of operation: 

• -put mode. In this mode it will constantly connect, place a message and disconnect 
until it is stopped. 

• -get mode. In this mode it will constantly try and consume messages from a queue 
until it is stopped. 

The IBM MQ Client best practices suggests that a client application should connect and then 
complete all of it’s put or get operations before disconnect. The test application, in put mode, 
does not follow these best practices. Instead it will connect, complete one operation and then 
disconnect. The reason for this is because kubernetes services only route traffic on initial 
connection. To get the application to spread messages across all of the queue managers we 
must repeatadly connect and disconnect. 

Running the test application 

Run the following commands in 3 seperate terminal windows to connect the consumer 
applications to each queue manager. You will need to replace -Port 1/2/3-  with your own 
port numbers for each queue manager and -Cluster address- with the IP address or hostname 
you use to connect to your ICP cluster: 

docker run -e MQSERVER="DEV.APP.SVRCONN/TCP/-Cluster address-(-Port 1-)" 
mqtestapp -get -noterm 
docker run -e MQSERVER="DEV.APP.SVRCONN/TCP/-Cluster address-(-Port 2-)" 
mqtestapp -get -noterm  
docker run -e MQSERVER="DEV.APP.SVRCONN/TCP/-Cluster address-(-Port 3-)" 
mqtestapp -get -noterm  



The consumer applications will now connect and constantly looking for incoming messages. 
Next we have to connect our producer application. Run the following command to run the 
producer application using the port number we found in the “Creating your producer service” 
section. 

docker run -e MQSERVER="DEV.APP.SVRCONN/TCP/-Cluster address-(-Port-)" 
mqtestapp -put -noterm 

 

You will notice that once the producer application starts pushing messages, the consumer 
applications will start receiving the messages. Although the messages may not be evenly 
spread across all 3 queue managers, you should see messages appearing on all 3 consumers. 

Considerations with this design 
Although this design allows for basic workload balancing with the out-of-the-box certified 
container there are some areas to consider: 

• This method of workload balancing works best when there are many producer 
applications. The reason is this will maximise the likelihood of an even application 
distribution. If this does not match your application setup, then you may need to 
investigate cross-queue manager workload balancing using MQ Clustering, however 
this is a topic for another blog post.  

• Before you reach the need to horizontally scale your queue managers, you will have 
needed to scale the number of consumer applications. The great thing with MQ is 
that you can scale applications and queue managers independantly. However, you 
do need to ensure that each of queues has at least one consuming application 
servicing it to prevent messages going unprocessed. We’ve done that manually here 
but you could use the new MQ capability to help simplify it that is detailed in this 
blog post and it is possible to take advantage of it in kubernetes too. 

• We’ve configured the system to maximise workload balancing of MQ connections, 
which works well for applications such as these. However, there are times when MQ 
requires multiple MQ connections to be directed to the same queue manager, for 
example when using JMS. This can be overcome with session affinity but this will 
result in a single put application always going to the same queue manager 

Conclusions 



In conclusion this blog post shows how you can create a fixed group of IBM MQ CloudPak 
queue managers. Unfortuntely, it does not detail how you can change that number once they 
are deployed. In the next part of this blog post series we will show you how to scale up or 
down the number of queue managers in this scaling group. 

 


